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**LCD5500Z Programmable Message LCD Keypad**
- Multiple language versions... English, French, and Spanish
- 5 programmable function keys
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, Trouble
- 1 zone input
- 4 keypad-activated alarms... Fire, Auxiliary, Panic, and Duress
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Large 32-character programmable LCD to display...
  - system menus and prompts
  - customizable zone labeling
  - trouble indications
  - viewable event buffer
  - HVAC-compatible
- Capable of system programming
- Dimensions... 5.75" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)

**LCD5501Z Fixed Message LCD Keypad**
- Large fixed message LCD provides a convenient display of...
  - system status
  - 12/24 hour clock
  - zone scrolling
- Multiple language versions... English, French, Spanish, & ICON
- 5 programmable function keys
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, Trouble
- 1 zone input
- 4 keypad-activated alarms... Fire, Auxiliary, Panic, and Duress
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- 4 door chime options... program each zone with 1 of 4 chime options for audible distinction
- Capable of system programming
- Dimensions... 5.75" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)

**PC5508Z, PC5516Z, and PC5532Z LED Keypads**
- 3 keypad options... 8, 16, and 32 zones
- 5 programmable function keys
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, Trouble, Memory, Bypass, Fire, and Program
- 1 zone input
- 4 keypad-activated alarms... Fire, Auxiliary, Panic, and Duress
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- Capable of system programming
- Dimensions... 5.75" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)

**LCD5501Z32 Fixed Message LCD Keypad with Integrated Wireless Receiver**
The LCD5501Z32 keypad/receiver combines a fixed message LCD keypad, a PC5132 wireless receiver and an on-board zone input into a simple integrated product, making the addition of wireless accessories, such as sensors, keys, and keypads, quick and easy.
- Multiple language versions... English, French, Spanish, & ICON
- 1 zone input
- 5 programmable function keys
- 4 keypad-activated alarms... Fire, Auxiliary, Panic, and Duress
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, Trouble
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- 4 door chime options... program each zone with 1 of 4 chime options for audible distinction
- Capable of system programming
- Dimensions... 5.75" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)

**SL-8 and PC1555RKZ LED Keypads**
- 8 zone LED keypads
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, System
- 1 zone input on PC1555RKZ
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- Capable of system programming
- Dimensions... SL-8 : 2.5" W x 4.6" H x 1" D (65 x 117 x 25 mm)
  PC1555RKZ : 5.5" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)

**PC5502Z2 2-Zone Partitioning Keypad**
Obtain the benefits of a multi-partition control panel without changing the control panel. The PC5502Z2 partitioning keypad adds independent arming/disarming capabilities for separate areas. Install up to 7 partitioning keypads to provide 7 independent partitions, each consisting of 2 local keypad zones, which operate independently of the rest of the system. To add a further level of control and security, a supervisor can monitor all PC5502Z2 partition keypads from the main system keypad.
- 2 hardwired zones with individual zone definitions (6 zone types available)
- Independently programmable entry/exit delay
- 2 programmable access codes
- 5 programmable function keys
- 4 keypad-activated alarms... Fire, Auxiliary, Panic, and Duress
- LED indicators...Ready, Armed, System
- Backlit keypad and display... with backlighting boost
- Local annunciation of alarm conditions
- Audible feedback of correct key entries, pre-alert, system trouble, and tone control
- Dimensions... 5.75" W x 4.5" H x 1" D (144 x 114 x 25 mm)
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